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Alexander, Martha. I'll Be the Horse If You'll Play With Me; written and illus. by Martha
Alexander. Dial, 1975. 75-9207. 2 8p. Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.58 net.
A sequel to Nobody Asked Me If I Wanted a Baby Sister is just as beguiling as the
R first book. Remember how Oliver tried to give away baby Bonnie? It ends with
3-6 Oliver riding Bonnie (pillow-enthroned) around in his wagon, envisioning himself
yrs. reclining on the pillow while Bonnie pulls the wagon. Well, now Bonnie is pulling the
wagon-and giving Oliver her new crayons-and always being the robber in playing
cops and robbers. She's tired of her role, cranky, and snappish with her younger
brother. But then he says "Scott big boy!" So (full circle) Bonnie relaxes on the
pillow and Scott pulls. A funny comment on the pecking order is at the same time
reassuring about growing past the stooge-stage. The light touch in the writing and in
the precise little drawings is just right.
Bach, Alice. The Meat in the Sandwich. Harper, 1975. 75-6302, 182p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.79 net.
Mike Lefcourt is ten, touchy, and troubled; he's often surly toward his parents and
Ad critical of his older and younger sisters. Feeling left out, Mike yearns to be best at
5-6 something, preferably to star at sports as does his new friend Kip. Kip and his father
are jocks: bluff, hearty, self-centered; Kip sneers at Mike's family's sharing of
household chores and tells Mike that a boy between two girls is the "meat in the
sandwich." Mike tells the story (convincingly) of his disillusionment when he
realizes that Kip puts winning above their friendship, that people like Kip always do
put their own goals ahead of any relationship. Mike's awakened appreciation of his
family and his changed behavior toward them are logical but the conversion seems
rather sudden after the slow obduracy of his intransigence. However, the characters,
the relationships within Mike's family and his peer group, and the dialogue are
sound; the book handles some important issues (sex roles, sibling relationships,
value systems) quite deftly; and-although the development is slow-the plot con-
struction is adequate.
Barrett, Judith. I Hate to Take a Bath; illus. by Charles B. Slackman. Four Winds, 1975.
75-6955. 27p. $5.50.
Slight but amusing, this should evoke recognition on almost every page. The book
Ad is divided into parts: "I hate to take a bath because.. . ." and "But if I have to take a
4-6 bath ... " and ends with, "I think what I hate most about taking a bath is that I have
yrs. to get out." Reasons pro: blowing bubbles, singing loudly, playing with toys; reasons
con: it takes off all the good dirt; it makes fingers look like raisins, it means that both
ears must be washed. There's just a touch of cuteness on some pages, but there's the
appeal of the familiar, some humor, and the clean look of pages with little print and
pictures that are stripped to essentials.
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Bate, Lucy. Little Rabbit's Loose Tooth; illus. by Diane De Groat. Crown, 1975. 75-6833.
27p. $5.95.
A very tactful handling of the question of tooth fairies adds to the benign charm of
R this picture book about a small rabbit with understanding parents. Little Rabbit tries
3-5 to use her loose tooth as an excuse for avoiding carrots and eating conveniently soft
yrs. strawberries. It doesn't work. When the tooth does come out, it's in a spoonful of
chocolate ice cream. "What should I do with it?" she asks; her mother says, "You
should take it out of your chocolate ice cream." Then there's the under-the-pillow
bit. Little Rabbit says she does not believe in tooth fairies, but she wavers and, after
much discussion, she asks her mother to remind the tooth fairy about the tooth under
the pillow. Then she has second thoughts. Just in case there isn't a tooth fairy will
Mommy sneak in and look? And leave a present if there isn't one? Mommy will.
"You don't have to tell me," says Little Rabbit, "You could just sneak." The
illustrations are pleasantly detailed (Little Rabbit wears pants but has a rakish bow
over her ear) and the writing has a bland, understated humor.
Baylor, Byrd. The Desert Is Theirs; illus. by Peter Parnall. Scribner, 1975. 74-24417. 27p.
$6.95.
Peter Parall's first book in full color may draw mixed reactions from his admirers;
R the composition and line of his work are no less spare, and the colors are clean hues
2-4 used with restraint, but they do focus attention on themselves. The text is, like that
of other Baylor books, a prose poem of lyric simplicity; it is infrequently marred
slightly by attributions of purposiveness that add a note of anthropomorphism (". ..
birds . . . sing . .. because they're where they want to be . . ." or, "The Papagos
begin their ceremonies to pull down the rain. Every plant joins in.") but the whole is
a graceful, stately tribute to the "strong brown Desert People" whose gentle cour-
tesy toward the other life-forms of the desert, whose love and understanding for the
land they occupy, and whose nature myths contribute to a harmonious way of life.
Beatty, John. Who Comes to King's Mountain? by John and Patricia Beatty. Morrow, 1975.
75-11997. 287p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
This is one of the best of the many stories that celebrate the Bicentennial, a
R historical novel that is based on thorough research and that explores a facet of the
6-9 American Revolution that is comparatively little known: the divided loyalties of
Scottish southerners. The time is 1780, the place South Carolina, the protagonist
fourteen-year-old Alec MacLeod. Like his father, Alec is loyal to King George,
although he does not hate his maternal grandfather (as his father does) for his devo-
tion to Prince Charles, whom he considers the rightful king. Alec burns to serve his
idol, Jamie Gilchrist-but he sees Jamie's cruelty, and that of Tarleton and Sumter,
and he changes, offering his services to the patriot Francis Marion, the Swamp Fox.
There is no glorification of war here, nor do the authors depict the men and women
on either side as all good or all bad. The events are exciting, the fiction and history
nicely meshed. The Beattys do a good job of handling language (with one exception)
since many of the Scottish settlers spoke Gaelic rather than English.
Cavanna, Betty. Ruffles and Drums; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Morrow, 1975. 75-9630. 222p.
Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.11 net.
Set in Concord in 1775, this love story begins on April 19, when Sarah Kent,
M sixteen, sees her father and brother go off to fight and wishes she could go along to do
6-8 her part. She is angry at a British soldier because she's sure the man has shot her dog,
and she resents it greatly when the man is brought, wounded, to her home. Sarah
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pledges herself to a childhood friend, but it is fairly obvious through the course of the
story that she is falling in love with the British soldier; he (fairly obviously, again) is
becoming converted to the Patriot viewpoint. The story ends with Sarah admitting
her love, bethrothal, and the Englishman bending his head to "Sarah's upturned
face." The characters are believable but are rather stock figures, the plot is pat-
terned, the heroine-for all her protestations of a desire to participate-does little to
implement her stated wishes, and the book is fairly routine save for the bits of
information about what is happening to the war's progress in Concord, Lexington,
and Boston.
Cole, Joanna. A Calf is Born; photographs by Jerome Wexler. Morrow, 1975. 75-12408. 46p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
This doesn't have quite the appeal of the author's My Puppy Is Born, since the
R cow is a less familiar animal to many small children than the dog, but the book has the
K-2 same combination of direct, conversational style of writing and accuracy in present-
ing facts. The text is sequentially arranged, with no extraneous material; the pictures
are of excellent quality and nicely matched to the text.
Coombs, Patricia. Dorrie and the Witch's Imp. Lothrop, 1975. 75-5504. 43p. illus. Trade ed.
$4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Readers who are familiar with other stories about Dorrie, the little witch, will
Ad probably enjoy the fact that the turning point of this story is the suspicion of her
K-3 mother, Big Witch, who is aroused by the neatness of Dorrie's doppelgiinger. For an
evil witch has come to their house, locked Dorrie into a bathroom, and used an imp
she has made in Dorrie's image to fool Big Witch. Object: to make a group of visiting
witches think that Big Witch is the one who's been persecuting them. The guests
arrive and are about to taste the soup (an evil, magic brew) when Dorrie saves the
day by creating a disruptive river of bubbles. There's a problem and a solution, some
humor in the situation if not in the writing, and plenty of the action children enjoy
-but the weakness of the story is that there's too much action at too frenetic a pace,
both before and during the dinner party.
Corcoran, Barbara. The Clown. Atheneum, 1975. 75-8759. 188p. $6.50.
A fast-paced adventure story has a strong plot, an unusual setting, sympathetic
R characters strongly drawn, suspense, love interest and a vigorous writing style. The
5-8 orphaned daughter of an American diplomat, Liza is in Moscow with a tiresome aunt
and uncle who need her help, since she has lived there and speaks some Russian.
Aunt May is called home, and Liza uses her uncle's passport and clothes to smuggle
out of the country a Russian clown who is in danger for political reasons. Having
seen Grigol in a performance, Liza had followed him, learned that he was in peril,
and offered her help. The details of the planning and execution of the escape are
intriguing and convincing, and the end of the story is satisfying but not pat. A
doughty and believable heroine, a cracking good book.
Darke, Marjorie. A Question of Courage. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 75-8756. 208p. $5.95.
A fine story about woman's suffrage is set in Birmingham and London, where
R young Emily Palmer has become more and more involved in the cause. A working
7-10 girl, Emily had lost her job when she was arrested for joining the local leader, Louise
Marshall, in putting her banners up on a private golf course. She goes to London, as
does Louise, and eventually is jailed and force-fed; she also falls hopelessly in love
with Louise's brother, and-although he is interested in her, clearly-the story ends
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with the imminence of the first world war. This is informative and an excellent
supplement to the many books about the leaders of the suffrage movement, but it's
also an absorbing story, with good characterization and dialogue.
Edmonds, Walter Dumaux. Bert Breen's Barn. Little, 1975. 75-2157. 270p. $6.95.
Edmond's period piece, set in upstate New York at the turn of the century, is a
R long, quiet story with strong characters and a well-knit plot, its strength lying in the
7-10 felicity of details, the full picture it gives of a bygone way of life. Tom Dolan is
thirteen when he sees the sturdy old barn of the Breen property and decides that the
one thing he wants in life is to take the building down and put it up on Dolan land. His
father had run off years before, leaving Tom's mother with three children and no
money. Tom works in a mill (twenty-five cents a day) and saves his money; eventu-
ally he buys the barn, coping with bullies who are sure that Bert Breen had left a
treasure cached on the property. Tom finds the money and adjusts to prosperity, but
it is the rebuilding of the barn that is important to him, and the day of the barn-raising
is as vividly depicted as a Brueghel canvas. There's no preaching of virtue here, but
the story is permeated with the homely virtues of industry and honesty, although
Edmonds invests them with neither sentimentality nor glamor. Sedate, but a good,
solid read.
Fufuka, Karama. My Daddy Is a Cool Dude; illus. by Mahiri Fufuka. Dial, 1975. 74-2883.
40p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.47 net.
Black and white drawings that are almost photographic in their realism reflect, as
Ad do the twenty-seven poems in this collection, black urban life. All of the poems speak
2-4 with the child's voice and a child's candor, and they catch the child's viewpoint-but
they are prosaic poetry. Two examples:
Me and My Friend
Sonny gave me a nickel to spend
and I want something big
to share with my friend.
Holidays
Holidays are good times
because everybody is
all happy and full of fun
and all the grownups drink
and laugh and all the
kids can do almost
anything we want.
Fujikawa, Gyo. Let's Play! Grosset, 1975. 16p. illus. $1.95.
Very short, very slight, with illustrations that show round-faced children who are a
Ad bit on the cute, or greeting card side, this should nevertheless be welcomed by the
2-4 preschool child because it depicts familiar activities and because the pages are easy-
yrs. to-turn heavy board. The text is casual and rambling: "Would you like to play
'grown-up' . . . or would you rather hide in boxes? That's such fun! Let's run . ..
and chase around . .. and climb a tree." All of these, and other, activities are shown
in uncluttered, spacious format.
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Green, Phyllis. Ice River; illus. by Jim Crowell. Addison-Wesley, 1975. 74-28382. 46p. Trade
ed. $5.25; Library ed. $3.94 net.
Dell, his friend Izzy and Dell's dog are caught on an ice floe while skating. Izzy's
Ad mother has hinted at the danger of thin ice, while Dell's mother and stepfather are
3-5 away seeing a doctor. The dog disappears, the boys are rescued, Dell finds his
stepfather waiting with the news that his mother has lost the child she was carrying.
The two comfort each other; in the night the dog appears and, after caring for it, the
boy and his stepfather say a companionable goodnight. The episode is adequately
structured, but it is prefaced by a brief account of how Dell's father, after the
divorce, had promised to see him often and never come; again, Dad telephones when
he hears about Dell's accident but isn't interested enough to appear. Both of these
are treated casually, and there seems no reason for them to be introduced. On the
other hand, if the story is meant to contrast Dell's father's lack of concern and his
stepfather's protective affection, too much is made of the ice-floe incident.
Greenberg, Martin Harry, ed. Run to Starlight; Sports Through Science Fiction; ed. by
Martin Harry Greenberg, Joseph D. Olander and Patricia Warrick. Delacorte, 1975.
75-8005. 288p. $6.95.
The stories in this anthology are grouped by sports, with a brief recapitulation of
Ad each sport's history at the beginning of each section and a brief editorial comment
7- prefacing each story. The most frequently used idea is automation: robot players or
computerized games, but there are variants. In Will Stanton's "Dodger Fan," a man
who is an honored guest on an interplanetary visit is bored by everything and can't
wait to get back home, where he greets his wife with, "What inning?" as she sits
raptly before the TV screen. Sports included: football, basketball, baseball, golf,
boxing, fishing, chess, and hunting. Quality: variable. In some stories, like George
Martin's "The Last Super Bowl Game," the text veers from game to production
competitors, back and forth, jarringly. In some, the emphasis is on game sequences
and in others, like "Poor Little Warrior!" by Brian Aldiss, the stress is on a familiar
science fiction theme, time travel.
Greenfield, Eloise. Paul Robeson; illus. by George Ford. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-13663. 33p.
$4.50.
An adequate biography of the great singer emphasizes his role as a political ac-
Ad tivist. The writing has occasional moments of awkwardness, but is smooth on the
3-5 whole, although not as well written as the author's Rosa Parks. The illustrations
have strength, but many of them are crowded, as with one picture that shows Robe-
son as Othello, plus a close-up, plus other members of the cast in a montage effect.
Greenfield covers major points of Robeson's childhood and of his career as actor,
singer, and lecturer.
Grimm, Jacob Ludwig Karl. Hansel and Gretel; by the Brothers Grimm; tr. by Charles
Scribner; illus. By Adrienne Adams. Scribner, 1975. 74-14080. 27p. $6.95.
A version of the familiar story is adapted adequately, with small variations that
R deviate from other versions. The illustrations are handsome, particularly the night
3-5 scenes; Adams is skilled at using color to create atmosphere: the trees loom, a
greenish light sifts through the dark forest. When the children escape, it is into a
sunny, open landscape of lake, sky, and clouds. The paintings are deftly composed
and dramatic, closely fitted to the incidents of the story.
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Haney, Lynn. Ride 'em Cowgirl! photographs by Peter Burchard. Putnam, 1975. 74-21085.
12 8p. $6.95.
Pretty and softly feminine? Tough and courageous? The young women and girls
R described here are both, and the book gives lively accounts of the training and the
5-9 performance of female rodeo participants as well as a good deal of information about
the events themselves. The author is sympathetic and objective, informal in her
writing style, and-quoting frequently the comments by contestants-successful in
conveying the atmosphere of the rodeo and the life style of the women who are "on
the road." Haney discusses earnings (and the differences between what men and
women earn) and provides information about the Girls Rodeo Association as well as
a list of events, a glossary of terms, and an index.
Hentoff, Nat. This School is Driving Me Crazy. Delacorte, 1975. 75-8003. 160p. $6.95.
Sam Davidson is a bright, energetic boy with a Big Problem: he doesn't want to
R attend the school of which his father is headmaster. Father insists. Sam, always in
5-8 some minor scrape or up to some mischief, is his teachers' despair. When a smaller
boy, lying, accuses Sam of being the bully who forced him to steal, matters come to a
head; the trio of real bullies is unmasked and expelled, the attitudes of teachers are
exposed, and the relationship between Sam and his father improves-with Sam's
impending transfer decided on by the end of the story. Sam is an engaging character,
and the writing style-in particular the dialogue-is pungent. And a good thing, too,
because the messages almost overbalance the narrative. Hentoff is concerned not
only about the relationships between father and son, but about the role of the school,
the responsibility of the teacher, and relationships between students and teachers.
To make his points, he has overdrawn some characters, such as the adamantly
hostile teacher Kozodoy or the glib, mendacious brother of one of the three expelled.
Yet the issues affect all children in school, public or private, and the minor imbal-
ances of the book are more than compensated for by humor, action, and setting.
Note for the shockable: the language is what you might expect in a school for boys.
Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus). Two Roman Mice; retold and illus. by Marilynne K.
Roach. T. Y. Crowell, 1975. 74-32416. 37p. $5.50.
A translation of a portion of Horace's Satire II tells the now-familiar story of the
R city mouse and the country mouse. Urbanus, after visiting his friend Rusticus, in-
K-3 vites the latter to taste the joys of city life. They dine in indolent Roman style, but are
subsequently chased by ferocious dogs. Rusticus decides that the splendors of city
life aren't worth its hazards, and returns with relief to the quiet, simple joys of the
countryside. The adaptation is direct and simple, the black and white drawings are
pleasantly filled with authentic details of ancient Roman architecture and objects and
with ornamental side-drawings that include foods referred to in the story. Not the
most dramatic telling, but adequate. The Latin original and notes on Horace and on
the story are appended, and these are directed to an audience older than that for
which the adaptation is appropriate.
Horwitz, Elinor Lander. When the Sky is Like Lace; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Lippincott,
1975. 75-9664. 27p. $6.95.
Barbara Cooney's illustrations (watercolor, colored pencil, and crayon) are soft-
Ad toned and shimmering, precisely detailed and composed, with three little girls,
5-6 blonde hair and nightgowns streaming behind them, as a sentimental touch in a
yrs. fanciful landscape. The pictures echo the fantasy of the text, which has a gravely
nonsensical air. It begins, "On a bimulous night, the sky is like lace. Do you know
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how it looks when it's bimulous and the sky is like lace? It doesn't happen often, but
when it does-KA-BOOM!-and everything is strange-splendid and plum-purple."
The three children go out into the purple-blue night and join the playful, singing
otters in a feast of spaghetti with pineapple sauce. The trees "dance the eucalyptus,"
and everyone exchanges such presents as kites, honey, or anything chartreuse; and
("Pick any two you like best,") you can tickle an elephant, juggle three peaches, dig
clams, ride a camel bareback, pick cornflowers, etc. This is a piece of whimsy that
plays with ideas and, to a lesser extent, with words. It's imaginative, at times amus-
ing, but it is a little precious and it's not every child's dish.
Hovey, Tamara. John Reed: Witness to Revolution. Crown, 1975. 75-4933. 227p. illus. $6.95.
A free spirit, an outstanding journalist, a man whose circle of friends included
R brilliant and colorful authors and artists, Reed is a figure to excite the imaginations of
7-10 the young. Coming from a wealthy Oregon family, Reed found his mentor in a
Harvard professor who was a major influence in his life, Charles Copeland. He then
moved to New York, where he became increasingly interested in radical causes and
increasingly adept as an investigator, covering the Paterson strike from the workers'
viewpoint (in fact, from jail) and the Mexican war from the viewpoint of the troops of
Pancho Villa, with whom he traveled. Best known for his Ten Days That Shook the
World, based on Reed's presence during the tumultuous changeover from the
Kerensky government to a Bolshevik victory, Reed was spurned for his sympathies
by most of the great men who had been his friends. He died at thirty-three, castigated
by many, honored by others for his dedication to social justice. The author, as his
major editor's daughter, had access to personal documents, so that this is an intimate
and personal biography; it is marred somewhat by Hovey's tendency to be effusive:
"... there was always a third eye at the back of her head which watched over her
delicate son," "And John Reed would always remain, in some deep and inviolate
way, a boy from Oregon." Still, the book gives good and balanced coverage, the
subject emerges vividly as a person, and the treatment is candid. A bibliography and
an index are appended.
Hoyt, Edwin P. Arab Science; Discoveries and Contributions. Nelson, 1975. 75-4597. 159p.
$6.50.
A history of Arab science includes the influences upon its contributors and the
Ad contributions it made to science in other countries. While a few names are well-
7-10 known (Avicenna, Maimonides, Geber) Hoyt supplies a wealth of information about
scientific investigators of the Arab world between the 7th and the 13th centuries,
whether the scientists were translating (and preserving) Greek knowledge that the
western world had ignored or destroyed, making new discoveries, or teaching others.
While Europe was in its scientific decline, Islam flourished at home and in Spain. The
book's strength is the breadth and detail of coverage; its weakness is a heavy writing
style made heavier by a multitude of personal and place names. A bibliography and
an index are appended.
Hunter, Mollie. A Stranger Came Ashore. Harper, 1975. 75-10814. 163p. Trade ed. $5.95;
Library ed. $5.79 net.
Mollie Hunter's stories are as evocative of Scotland as Eilis Dillon's are of Ire-
R land: the same strong, spare casting; the creation of mood and setting; the use of just
6-8 enough cadence in dialogue to give authentic flavor. Here she deftly mingles the
reality of the lives of fisherman-crofters and the legends of the Selkies, the seal-folk
of the Shetland Islands. A young man, Finn Learson, appears during a fierce storm.
Is he the lone survivor of a shipwreck or is he-as young Rob suspects-a seal-man
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who plans to take Rob's sister to his ocean home? The folklore of the Selkies and the
customs of the islands are woven throught the tale, which culminates in a
suspense-filled struggle between the forces of good and evil.
Johnson, D. William. The Willow Flute; A North Country Tale; written and illus. by
D. William Johnson. Little, 1975. 74-13183. 47p. $5.95.
A shrew goes out, heavily dressed, to gather twigs on a cold, wintry night; caught
M in a blizzard, he falls asleep, wakes to tunnel his way to a deserted cabin. He finds a
3-4 flute there, plays it and sees that spring is coming. Birds sing as spring comes to the
north country, the shrew smiles gratefully at the sunshine. That's the story, slight
and rather contrived, adequate in style if sedate in pace. The illustrations, which
erupt into color with the advent of spring after picturing snow scenes in black and
white, have an old-fashioned quality-rather like a stiff engraving-and some in-
teresting details, but the cross-hatched shadows often confuse the eye so that the
composition on many pages is blurred.
Katz, Bobbi. 1,001 Words. Watts, 1975. 75-6832. 66p. $5.95.
Meg is a weak speller, so she's delighted when a book turns up in the bathroom,
M 1,001 Most Commonly Misspelled Words. She's stunned to find that the book really is
4-6 an account of a "bordello on Misery Hill." Fine up to this point, and readers may
well believe that Meg read the book secretly, horrified but fascinated. But that she
(and all her circle of friends) believe that Misery Hill is a code name, that the story's
protagonist is a teacher at school with the same initial as the notorious Madame M. of
the book, and that the story isn't a book but a document? Not believable? Too bad,
because the lively characters of The Manifesto and ME-Meg had a high potential
for further development. The style is still fizzy, and the book has amusing moments,
but the plot is slight and is based on a tenuous situation.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Louie. Greenwillow, 1975. 75-6766. 32p. illus. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed.
$5.81 net.
Set in the same urban neighborhood that has been the background for many recent
R books by Keats, this story is illustrated with the same glowing colors-no white
3-6 space at all, but wise choice of backgrounds for print-and with some of the poster-
yrs. collage that is the artist's trademark. The aura is touching without being maudlin, the
* writing simple and informal. Louie, a silent child, is so intrigued by a puppet in a
show being put on by two other children, that he disrupts the performance and, after
it, clings to the puppet. The producers gently disengage Louie from the puppet; he
goes home for a nap and a dream; his mother wakes him to say that there's a surprise
at the end of a long green string. When he follows the trail, Louie finds the puppet.
Ecstasy! The elements of kindness to others, imaginative play, and a fervent wish
granted should have a strong appeal to the picture book audience.
Konigsburg, E. L. The Second Mrs. Giaconda. Atheneum, 1975. 75-6946. 153p. illus. with
photographs. $5.95.
An interesting fictional treatment of Leonardo da Vinci focuses on his pert young
R apprentice Salai, often amusing but-alas-not always truthful. Much of the story
6-9 has to do with the familial jealousies and bickerings of Beatrice d'Este and her
mother and sister; Salai was devoted to Beatrice and was a great stimulus to Da
Vinci. He supported his master in his firm resistance to painting the portrait of
Beatrice's beautiful and importunate sister Isabella. The theory is advanced here that
Salai will persuade the artist (for the story ends before the painting is done) to paint
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the wife of the humble merchant Giaconda because the woman reminds him of the
dead Beatrice, whom he, Salai, adored. However highly fictionalized, this is a warm
and intimate picture of Leonardo, of the court circles in which he moved, and of the
role of an artist in those circles in Milan and Florence. Reproductions of some of the
artist's work are included.
Korty, Carol. Plays From African Folktales; illus. by Sandra Cain; music by Saka Acquaye
and Afolabi Ajayi. Scribner, 1975. 74-24418. 128p. $6.95.
Four tales that can be presented separately or, with interludes, as a unit, have been
R wisely chosen and nicely dramatized. A narrator is used to introduce characters and
3-6 make interpolated remarks; occasionally these seem unnecessary ("NARRATOR:
Then the snake said: LITTLE SNAKE: Good-bye, dear friend. NARRATOR: And
the man said: . . .") but most of the time they are functional. The dialogue is crisp,
and the tales have action and humor. The author, a children's theater specialist, gives
useful suggestions for scenery, costumes and masks, rehearsing, and performing. All
the tales have to do with animals, although there are some human characters, and the
author gives advice on ways to use the scripts and on incorporating music and dance.
Entertaining, not too long or difficult, and flexible, the plays are easy to mount. A
glossary of terms precedes the plays; they are followed by an excellent divided
bibliography.
Kroll, Steven. Is Milton Missing? illus. by Dick Gackenbach. Holiday House, 1975. 75-4586.
28p. $4.95.
Cherchez la femme. Milton, Richard's Great Dane, can't be found anywhere in
Ad the house, although Richard tries each room in turn. Remembering Daisy, the other
K-2 Great Dane that lives down the hall, Richard goes to Mrs. Foster's apartment (the
door is open) and walks in, following loud noises. The text never explains the source
of the loud noises, but what Richard finds, when he pushes open the kitchen door, is
Milton proudly surveying Daisy and a litter of five. The illustrations are adquate but
not Gackenbach's best (see his Do You Love Me? reviewed in the December, 1975
issue) and the text is slight, most of it devoted to Richard's series of imagined
solutions to the problem of Milton's whereabouts and then to his looking in that
place, the real and imaginary differentiated by a balloon frame, comic strip style.
Levin, Betty. A Griffon's Nest. Macmillan, 1975. 74-23497. 346p. $9.95.
An intricate fantasy has a realistic base that is not fully developed and serves only
Ad as a bridge between the several lengthy episodes in which two children, step-siblings,
5-7 travel back in time to the Orkney Islands in the seventh century. They take with
them a bird and the hilt of an ancient sword that serves as talisman and symbol. They
meet a Pictish mute whom they protect, Viking raiders, an Irish slave, a Christian
monk. And all of these are woven in convoluted patterns that include historical fact,
myth and legend, superstition, and magic-culminating in the Battle of Clontarf.
Some of the writing is trenchant, some of the characters vividly drawn; the plot,
however, is truly complex and the contemporary episodes add little.
Macaulay, David. Pyramid. Houghton, 1975. 75-9964. 80p. illus. $7.95.
He's done it again, put together a fascinating account of one of the great structures
R of the past, giving in the clearly written text and wonderfully detailed drawings a
5- step-by-step account of its construction. Macaulay prefaces his description of the
* pyramid tomb of an imaginary Pharaoh with an explanation of the concepts of death
and an afterlife held by the ancient Egyptians, concepts that led to elaborate prepara-
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tions for their entombment and-if families could afford it-mummification. The
architectural details are the more impressive in view of the rudimentary tools used in
building pyramids, the ingenuity of the planners, and the sheer massiveness of the
project that demanded so many years of so many laborers. The diagrams of details of
construction are as impressive as the sweep and grandeur of the long-range drawings.
An outstanding book.
McGowen, Tom. Odyssey From River Bend. Little, 1975. 74-34216. 166p. $5.95.
In a story set in the far future, McGowen envisions a world inhabited only by
R animals, few of whom know more of the past than the fact that there were other,
4-6 mightier creatures with an advanced civilization. One old badger, Kipp, has a thirst
for knowledge; he gathers others who are willing to face the possible dangers of the
Long Ago place, the Haunted Land, and they set forth. There's enough excitement
and adventure en route to-satisfy readers' love of action, and the animals are quite
believable and well-differentiated. Well-plotted, although there are frequent broad
hints that the "hidden treasury" Kipp seeks is the public library; the chimpanzees he
meets in the city tell him that the human beings of Long Ago died out not because of
the (usual in such tales of the future) war, pollution, and overcrowding but because
they gave up science to lead a simpler life and could no longer cope with drought and
disease.
Madison, Winifred. Marinka, Katinka and Me (Susie); illus. by Miller Pope. Bradbury, 1975.
74-22853. 72p. $5.95.
Susie had never made any close friends until the day two new girls came into her
Ad fourth-grade classroom. Marinka was tiny and very good in art class; tall, red-haired
3-4 Katinka was a fine athlete. Both of them became Susie's best friends that very day,
and they were an inseparable triumvirate. They had hats that were alike. They each
had a puppy. None of them had fathers at home (one dead, one divorced, one in
prison). Then while Susie was ill the other two had a quarrel, and she spent her time
with one first and then the other, being considered an enemy-by-association by
whoever was left out. They all made up, but not before Susie discovered that friend-
ship is something one must work at. While the story line is subdued, the events are
realistic and Susie tells the story convincingly. The representational pencil drawings
are deft, and the book's chief appeal is probably in the familiarity of homely ac-
tivities. The coincidence of the rhyming names seems unfortunate.
Marcus, Rebecca B. Survivors of the Stone Age; Nine Tribes Today; illus. with photographs.
Hastings House, 1975. 75-6843. 124p. $6.95.
A fascinating array of studies of contemporary tribes leading lives of primitive
R simplicity, fascinating not because the author takes the attitude that these peoples are
7- "quaint" or "exotic," she is too scientific for that, but because in their varied ways
the tribes show the influence of climate and location on living patterns, because each
has a structure and a code (not unrelated to the problems of climate, location, food
supply, etc.), and each has reacted in a different way to its contact with a technocrat-
ic society. Marcus is dignified and objective in her writing, although never stiff; the
text has variety in coverage, since the tribes are from scattered areas in South
America, Africa, Australia, and Pacific Islands. Photographs are informative, if not
always of high quality technically; a divided bibliography and an index are appended.
Myers, Walter Dean. Fast Sam. Cool Clyde, and Stuff. Viking, 1975. 74-32383. 190p. $6.95.
One can almost hear the strains of "That Old Gang of Mine' as background for
this nostalgic, funny, first-person account of Stuff 's friends. He was twelve, he had
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just moved to 116th Street, where he met Cool Clyde and Sam, Gloria, and Binky
R and all the others who formed a tight-knit gang who stuck together, helped and teased
6-9 each other, were twice picked up by the police when they had committed no crime,
solaced each other about delinquent parents or relied on parents who were support-
ive. Stuff falls in love, plays basketball, and goes to a party where others smoke pot,
but this Harlem odyssey is as much about the others as it is about him. There's no
story line, but there's plenty of action in the many episodes and abundant vitality in
the dialogue.
Nelson, O. Terry. The Girl Who Owned a City. Lerner, 1975. 73-21477. 179p. $6.95.
The setting: a small town in a world in which everybody over twelve has died in a
NR mysterious plague. The protagonist: ten-year-old Lisa, who has the care of a brother,
5-6 Todd, age five. The plot: Lisa organizes the children of her neighborhood into a
protective organization to fend off marauding gangs looking for food, for she has
found a secret source of supply, a warehouse. She drives the family car, as does
Todd. Eventually Lisa decides to move her group into a high school building (her
city) and fortifies it against the gangs, but she is shot and the gangs take over. But
Lisa comes back into her own and assumes the heavy burden of leadership of her
city. The planning and action, and the situation itself, of a world of children on their
own, are not new concepts in children's books and they have perennial appeal, but
the characters are not believable, nor is the dialogue convincing. Lisa is ten, re-
member, but she says, "All the brilliant ideas in the world will be useless if that
world collapses around me and I'm the only one left to steal from," or, "I plan, with
the help of some of you, to design whole courses of training in the following jobs:
farming, medicine, teaching, defense, machinery and building . ." Some readers
will object to the violence and hostility that pervade the book.
Nicholson, William, AnAlphabet. Heinemann/ Alan Wofsy Fine Arts, 1975. 75-14747. 52p.
illus. $12.50.
An oversize book that will probably be of interest chiefly to young people and
SpC adults who are curious about typography or the history of illustration, this is an
6- alphabet book that was first published in London in the 1890's. The pictures are color
lithographs based on the hand-colored woodcuts of the first limited edition; as an
alphabet book for today's children this has little use, since the pictures and the words
used for the letters are not common parlance, in many cases: some of the characters
shown in this alphabetical catalog are, for example, a dandy, a keeper, a publican,
and a yokel. Since Nicholson's work was important in the development of graphic
art, the book is perhaps most appropriate for an art collection.
Parker, Xenia Ley. A Beginner's Book of Needlepoint and Embroidery; illus. with drawings
and photographs by the author. Dodd, 1975. 74-25511. 160p. $5.95.
This gives information about supplies and stitchery in more detail than do most
Ad books for young beginners, as well as facts about blocking, finishing, design transfer,
6-9 et cetera. However, the very fact that the text is so detailed and the pages quite solid
with print may make it less encouraging for a novice than a simpler book like Donna
Lightbody's Introducing Needlepoint (reviewed in the June, 1974 issue) which has
more open pages, larger print, and step-by-step instructions for projects. Parker is
clear and precise; the needlepoint stitch diagrams are fairly clear, the embroidery
stitch diagrams impeccably so. A brief list of mail order suppliers and an index are
appended.
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Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. How Insects Communicate. Holiday House, 1975. 75-6699. 127p.
illus. $5.95.
Excellent photographs, many of them highly magnified, show details of insect
R structure or behavior in amplification of a text that is as well-written as it is informa-
4-7 tive. Patent, a zoologist, has a marked aptitude for writing lucidly and fully without
* writing down to a juvenile audience. Here she discusses such intriguing subjects as
the bee-dancing that gives directions to hive-mates; the silent pheronomes, chemicals
that trigger various reactions of amatory, defensive, or offensive natures; the lights of
fireflies and chirring of cicades. These and many other ways of communicating by
sight, sound, touch, smell, and taste enable insects to find mates, defend themselves,
feed, and live in social colonies. It seems odd that, given the title, the book concludes
with the chapter, "Some Other Invertebrates" (a scant six pages about crabs,
scorpions, and spiders), but the text is no less worthwhile for this. A list of books and
magazines suggested for additional reading, and a relative index are appended.
Paterson, A. B. The Man From Ironbark; A Poem by A. B. Paterson; illus. by Quentin
Hole. Collins/World, 1975. 29p. Trade. ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.91 net.
This is less successful a revival of a Paterson poem in picture book format than
M were earlier titles, in part because there are so many terms that are Australian or no
4-5 longer in use that a glossary is included, although the glossary includes words like
repartee, which is neither obsolete nor local idiom. Too, this seems to have more
adult-than child-appeal in its concept: a bearded man comes to Sydney from the
back-country and is tired; he goes to a barbershop, happy to sit down; the barber
(spotting a yokel) pretends to cut the man's throat, and there's a fight; the man goes
back to Ironbark and tells such a horrendous tale that all his listeners switch to
beards. Colorful illustrations fill the pages with pictures that have good period detail.
Pinkwater, Manus. Blue Moose; written and illus. by Manus Pinkwater. Dodd, 1975.
75-12575. 47p. $5.25.
An ingratiating piece of nonsense, adequately illustrated in black and white, is
R successful primarily because of the bland blend of nonsensical situation and
K-3 straightforward writing. The blue moose who came in out of the cold became first,
the only customer that had ever expressed appreciation of Mr. Breton's culinary
skills; second, a helper in the restaurant; third, a promotion manager par excellence.
But spring comes, and the moose gets moody and wants to leave. Mr. Breton
reluctantly accepts the inevitable, as will most readers. After all, we've all read a
dozen back-to-one's-own-kind endings. Not at all, the moose is horrified at the idea:
"Chef, do you have any idea of how cold it gets in the wild, free places? And the
food! Terrible!" The idea is affably silly, the writing style pseudo-simple (really,
rather sophisticated).
Pringle, Laurence. Energy; Power for People. Macmillan, 1975. 74-19033. 146p. illus. $6.95.
A competent survey of the problems of diminishing sources of energy, pollution by
R fuels, and the difficulties and expense of obtaining fuel from new sources. Pringle
6-8 discusses conservation and recycling briefly, but his emphasis is on current practices
(and malpractices) and future possibilities: solar, wind power, hydroelectric, geo-
thermal, and trash-conversion energy. Objective and comprehensive, the book is
competently written, authoritative, and logically organized. A glossary, a list of
books and articles suggested for further reading, and a relative index are appended.
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Resnick, Rose. Sun and Shadow; The Autobiography of a Woman Who Cleared a Pathway to
the Seeing World for the Blind. Atheneum, 1975. 74-32614. 274p. $10.00.
No self-pity, no dramatizing, no lecturing are in this fascinating autobiography of
R Rose Resnick who, at the age of two, lost her sight. Lifetime prognosis: she would
7- see, at best, light and shadow. One of eight children in an immigrant family, Rose
* was not over-protected. She went to a New York City public school, learned to
skate, dance, ski, and play piano-the latter so well that she became a professional
musician. Educated and qualified for teaching, she was denied ajob because of her
blindness; having had the happy experience of attendance at the New York Light-
house for the Blind, she later worked for the blind in San Francisco, organized a
successful camp, and was instrumental in having blind children admitted to the
California public schools. While the author's comments on attitudes of and toward
the blind will be of great interest to most readers, the book would be appealing
enough without that aspect because of the casual, conversational writing style and
the sense of humor that emerges in Ms. Resnick's descriptions of, for example,
herself as a child actress or as a member of a road company.
Rich, Louise Dickinson. Summer at High Kingdom. Watts, 1975. 74-31226. 112p. $6.95.
Thirteen-year-old Dana is no more contemptuous about the hippies who have
Ad rented a farm nearby than are the other members of his family and his community.
5-8 One by one, however, the others soften; Dana is slow to admit that there may be any
good in any of the group. But he does change, and he's sorry to see the hippies leave.
This is a realistic enough story in dealing with local (Maine) attitudes toward a
commune; it seems less realistic in the convenient ways in which the commune's
members evince talents that win admiration. The whole thing seems a bit post-trend,
but it certainly gives a convincing picture of rural life in Maine, it's capably written,
and the characters are believable and well-differentiated.
Roberts, Willo Davis. The View From the Cherly Tree. Atheneum, 1975. 75-6759. 181p.
$6.50.
Although written in a direct and unpretentious style, this is essentially a sophisti-
R cated story, solidly constructed, imbued with suspense, evenly paced, and effective
5-9 in conveying the atmosphere of a household coping with the last-minute problems
and pressures of a family wedding. (There are actually a few too many of these for
credibility, the one weakness of the book.) Everybody's too busy to listen to Rob
when he tries to tell them that, from his perch in the cherry tree, he has seen their
crotchety old neighbor die and that she didn't fall, but was pushed. He'd seen two big
hands push her out of the window. Everybody's too busy, that is, except for the
murderer; he tries repeatedly to trap Rob (nobody will listen to Rob's stories of
near-misses, either) and finally does so in the empty house next door. While the
ending is exciting, it may disappoint readers that, although Rob is proved right,
there's little evidence of any chagrin on the part of his family. However, on the
whole, this is a smooth, well-constructed story.
Rockwell, Harlow. My Dentist; Greenwillow, 1975. 75-6974. 30p. illus. Trade. ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $5.81 net.
A calm, matter-of-fact text describes the equipment in a dentist's office and the
R steps of a routine visit: tartar-scraping, polishing and cleaning, and an adjuration to
3-6 avoid candy and to brush regularly before the selection of a parting gift. No mention
yrs. of drilling, save for a comment on the equipment. The illustrations are just right: big,
clean pages that have poster-simple line-and-watercolor depictions of all that fas-
cinating machinery. An especially good book for the nervous child.
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Seed, Jenny. The Bushman's Dream; African Tales of the Creation; illus. by Bernard Brett.
Bradbury, 1975. 74-33877. 119p. $5.95.
Based on stories collected a century ago by W. H. I. Bleek and Lucy C. Lloyd,
Ad these tales of the early days of the Bushmen, the Dream Time, center on Mantis, the
5-6 Keeper of the Dream. The Dream Time was the days in which the world was being
formed, when almost all animals were still people, and the central character of the
tales is a querulous old magician. Because he is Mantis, he can fly, and he still can do
magic-but he also does very foolish things: fighting with animals, qua'reling with
the members of his family, creating an animal out of a shoe and hiding it, claiming
prescience when a victory is based on a child's advice. Still, he does some fine magic
and his people are (intermittently) grateful. And, in one story after another, the
characters become animal forms; the Tick People become ticks, Mantis' sister, Blue
Crane, becomes a crane, etc. In the last story, Mantis turns prophet, and tells his
people that they will all become creatures, that new people will come and live in the
land and be altogether people. "We have been but dream people and now the Dream
is complete." Useful as a source for storytelling, the tales are a bit slow-moving for
reading aloud and bit too much alike for consecutive reading.
Sheedy, Alexandra Elizabeth. She Was Nice to Mice; The Other Side of Elizabeth I's
Character Never Before Revealed by Previous Historians; illus. by Jessica Ann
Levy. McGraw-Hill, 1975. 75-9960. 95p. $5.95.
Elizabeth I is seen from a mouse's viewpoint in a story written by one young
Ad adolescent and illustrated by another. A London mouse receives from an American
5-6 cousin a family heirloom, a book in which an ancestress records her experiences at
court. In it, there's a bit about Shakespeare but most of the story centers on
Elizabeth and Essex (with tactful withdrawals by the Elizabethan mouse-author from
bedchamber scenes) and their love affair. Subplot: Elizabeth's protective charity
toward the palace mice. After Elizabeth's death and the end of the putative book,
there's another bit about the contemporary mouse, Esther Long Whiskers Gray Hair
Wallgate the 42nd. Although the writing, especially the dialogue, has many rough
spots (as do the pictures) there is a consistency of viewpoint, some humor, and a
good bit of historical interest in the story.
Stiller, Richard. Pain; Why It Hurts Where It Hurts When It Hurts. Nelson, 1975. 75-6522.
162p. $6.95.
Although the very small print makes reading a bit difficult, this is well worth
R reading, a comprehensive and well-organized survey of the research that has been
7- done on a fascinating medical problem and of the information garnered from such
research. Stiller discusses the body of knowledge about pain: referred pain that is felt
in other parts of the body, people who are insensitive to pain, circumstances that
alter the individual's pain threshold, etc. He explains the theories about the func-
tioning of the nervous system when there is pain, in particular the gate theory that
may account for some of the phenomena cited above or for the success of acupunc-
ture; he discusses various forms of therapy and stresses the importance of pain as a
useful warning indicator to patient and doctor. A lucid and informative book, this has
small writing flaws occasionally but covers competently a subject about which there
has been little written for the young reader. An index is appended.
Thompson, Jean. I'm Going to Run Away! illus. by Bill Myers. Abingdon, 1975. 74-9760. 27p.
$4.95.
When nothing goes right for Jimmy one day (his shoelaces won't tie, there's no
cereal for breakfast, his best friend is away and his mother won't drive twenty miles
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to another friend's house) he packs a shopping bag and announces that he's going to
Ad look for a new home. His mother accepts this calmly. Many neighbors are pleasant to
K-2 Jimmy, he lunches at another friend's house, and accepts milk and cookies from an
elderly friend-but nobody wants to take him in. Finally he rings the doorbell at his
own house. "I've always wanted a little boy just like you," says his mother; a
smiling father comments, "I hear you're going to be our new boy," and Jimmy
happily smiles as he eats supper. The type and the illustrations are large scale, the
writing style simple, the plot slight, the situation realistic, mildly funny, not highly
original but pleasantly handled.
Uchida, Yochiko. The Birthday Visitor; illus. by Charles Robinson. Scribner, 1975. 74-14076.
28p. $5.95.
There is always, in Uchida's books, a happy blend of verisimilar details that evoke
R vividly Japanese or Japanese-American life and a universality that speaks for and to
K-3 all children. Here Emi, who lives in California and is periodically bored by eminent
visitors from Japan, is just a little sulky because one man, a minister, is going to stay
with her family on the night of her birthday dinner. She complains to the elderly
Wadas (who function as grandparents) and is told she may be pleasantly surprised.
Emi doubts it. But the lively young minister turns out to be very understanding, and
he helps with a bird's funeral so that it's the best service Emi's ever held. In fact, she
decides, her seventh birthday is nice in every way. The story, illustrated with soft,
realistic pictures, is appealing both because of the ever-entrancing subject of birth-
days and because of the familiarity of the situation of boring (or potentially boring)
adult visitors-but it also has the subtler appeal of being imbued with the gently firm,
loving discipline that is so characteristic of Japanese family life.
Warner, Margery. The Secret of the Disappearing Sultan; illus. by Charles Robinson.
Houghton, 1975. 74-33121. 169p. $5.95.
Sarina, who has been at a Swiss convent school, is alone in Paris nursing a cold
Ad while the nun escorting her is out for the day. She climbs over a balcony to find a
4-6 plump, dictatorial young Sultan, Ta'ab, terrorizing a servant. Unfortunately, she
then gets caught up in a most complicated plot/counterplot, because of internal
differences in Ta'ab's (imaginary) country. There is a wild chase through France and
Switzerland that includes disguises, violence, menacing men who follow the two
children, and a finale that depnds heavily on coincidence: the two just happen to be
near the home of a vacationing friend of Sarina's, and her parents and the police just
happen to be there too. The conversion ofTa'ab from selfishness and arrogance to a
thoughtful and cooperative companion is a bit too fast to be believable, but the story,
despite the coincidence and convolutions, has substance and suspense, and the writ-
ing style is competent. And there is, of course, the allure for readers of protagonists
who make it on their own, although this is kept within the bounds of belief, since the
children do get help from others.
Yep, Laurence. Dragonwings. Harper, 1975. 74-2625. 248p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed.
$6.79.
At the turn of the century, there were many Chinese and Japanese men in Califor-
R nia who worked diligently to earn enough money to bring their families to the "Land
5-9 of the Golden Mountain." Moon Shadow, who tells the story, is eight when his
father sends for him; he comes to San Francisco's Chinatown to find a close-knit
community of friends who work together and a puzzling hostility of the "white
demons" toward their Chinese neighbors. Moon Shadow does make two white
friends, the elderly Miss Whitlaw and her niece Robin; together with Moon
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Shadow's father, they do rescue work after the earthquake. And then Father is free
to do the one thing he really wants: build and fly an airplane. There was a young
Chinese flier who, in 1909, flew a biplane for twenty minutes over the Oakland hills,
and the incident was a catalyst for the story, although not used as fact in it. Yep very
adroitly combines in the book several diverse elements: San Francisco's reaction to
the earthquake, the Chinese community and its ties to the old country, the friendship
between Robin and Moon Shadow, and the curiosity, persistence and daring of the
boy's father.
Zemach, Harve. The Princess and Froggie; by Harve and Kaethe Zemach; illus. by Margot
Zemach. Farrar, 1975. 75-697. 44p. $5.95.
Margot Zemach's disheveled royal family consists of a princess with a limp bow in
Ad her hair, a robed king with crown and sceptre, and a queen with frowsty hair and a
2-4 flowered apron. In three short stories, the princess is helped by her friend Froggie,
yrs. who rescues a lost ball, finds a lost penny, and gets rid of a bird that persists in
perching on His Majesty's crown. The text is simple, direct, and staccato: "The
princess ran around to the other side. She still could not reach the ball. She almost
fell in the water. The princess started to cry. She cried and cried. Just then, Froggie
came." The plots all have a problem and a solution, but the style is abrupt even for
the very young listener; without the raffish, engaging pictures to support the stories
the book would be fairly innocuous.
Zim, Herbert Spencer. Eating Places; by Herbert S. Zim and James R. Skelly; illus. with
drawings by Frank Schwarz and with photographs. Morrow, 1975. 74-14949. 63p.
Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.59 net.
Exciting, no; useful, yes. The authors describe methods of food storage, prepara-
R tion, and cooking, and discuss the machines and utensils that are used in preparing
4-6 foods for mass consumption. Statistics on the number of meals eaten outside the
home each day in the United States are included, as are facts about cleanliness,
safety and health regulations, special food service such as that of a hospital or airline,
the serving of food in public eating places, and the diversity of the latter: restaurants,
cafeterias, ethnic dining places, restaurant chains, short-order service, and the ancil-
lary conveniences such as frozen dinners or meals-on-wheels. The writing is dry and
brisk, the organization of material and the illustrations adequate. A one-page index is
appended.
Zindel, Paul. I Love My Mother; illus. by John Melo. Harper, 1975. 74-20389. 28p. Trade ed.
$5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
"She showed me how to kick a football. She has a nice nose and taught me judo.
Ad When I told her I was swallowed by a shark she believed it. But she bought me an
K-2 aquarium. I love my mother." This hymn of praise goes on in a repeat pattern,
etching a picture of a wise and loving woman with a sense of humor; it ends, "When I
tell her I miss my father she hugs me and says he misses me too. I love my mother. I
really do." All of the pictures, lavish with color, show almost photographic represen-
tations of the boy with large out-of-scale pictures of brilliant butterflies or marine
creatures or zoo creatures; only in the last picture is mother seen, sad-faced, hugging
her child, with a remembered father looming above them. The text has the exaggera-
tion, the non-sequential prattle, the enthusiasm of a child's talk-but the ending is
out of key. Realistic, but there's nothing in the text to prepare a child for the poignant
hopelessness of the last pages.
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